

AVS Ventvisors / Side Window Deflectors

AVS invented the Ventvisor™ and offers the most vehicle coverage Our
“Original” signature Ventvisor™ or side window deflector is made in the USA and
precision-engineered for an exacting fit to the broadest range of vehicles on the
market today. AVS Original vent visor's™ customized design mounts in minutes
to the outside of your vehicle using pre-applied 3M adhesive mounting tape applied above and around your windows. It's a quick, no-drill installation to create a
perfectly snug and secure fit – completely safe for car washes too! Keeps fresh
air in and the rain out The Ventvisor™, also referred to as a side window deflector, window shade or rain guard, allows fresh air to naturally circulate through
open windows while keeping the rain out. Additionally, the product keeps the sun
out of your eyes, enables fresh air circulation to eliminate stale, smoky air and
allows you to keep your window cracked while parked, keeping the interior cooler. Now, you can truly enjoy the fresh air and whatever nature sends your way!
Great coverage and quality manufacturing AVS offers the most comprehensive
Ventvisor™ vehicle application coverage for trucks, SUVs, CUVs, vans and passenger cars. All AVS vent visors™ are made of a higher-grade acrylic material
than most, which means they hold their smoke black color and are just the right
thickness to be strong yet flexible for a perfect fit. Best-selling line and backed
by Lifetime Warranty The AVS Ventvisor™ line is the best-selling line throughout
North America. A Lifetime Warranty protects your AVS Original Ventvisor™ or
Side Window Deflector. Get a set today and start enjoying exterior style and constant fresh air right away!
SMOKE COLOR IS STANDARD
CHROME & OTHER COLORS EXTRA
OUTSIDE MOUNT IS STANDARD
MANY ARE AVAILABLE IN-CHANNEL

PRICES;
2 PIECE SETS $42.95
4 PIECE SETS $58.95

THE CAP STOP INC. 6624 GREENFIELD CIRCLE NW NORTH CANTON, OHIO 44720
330-499-7418 www.thecapstop.com

